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HOTEL NATIONAL TO PALAIS WILSON IN GENEVA                              JEAN VORUZ (La Conversion) & REINHARD STUTZ

Acknowledgements: This article was first published in the magazine 'Post & Geschichte'.  The Society is grateful to
the author, Jean Voruz, and the editor, Christian Geissmann,  for their permission to publish it in our Newsletter
and to Robert Wightman for his valuable work on the translation.

The Luxury Hotel with Telegraph Office and Postal Agency 

The Hotel National situated directly on the lake outside Geneva was opened on 4 th July 1875 (Fig. 1). The hotel
(Fig. 2) could be reached from the centre of Geneva in 30 minutes with a regular horse-drawn omnibus (Fig. 3).
The trip was free for guests of the hotel. The Telegraph Office in the hotel had commenced operations already on
3rd July 1875. A Postal Agency required to submit accounts was opened in the hotel on 1st August 1875.

                                             Fig. 1                                                                              Fig. 2                                                             Fig. 3

Fig. 1 Advertisement for the hotel's opening event (Source: (1) Page 99 below);  Fig. 2 Hotel advertisement
before 1884; Fig. 3 Timetable for the horse-drawn bus and lake steamer from the town centre to the Hotel. Fig.
4 (below) Drawing of the front elevation of the hotel by its architect Jacques-Elysée Gross (4). 

Fig. 4
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Fig.  5  (left)  shows  Cancellation  GENÈVE
NATIONAL/TELEGR. The Telegraph Office in the Hotel
existed  from  3.7.1875  to  17.10.1885.  (2)  Outlying
hotels were generally equipped with telegraph at this
time.
Fig.  6  (right)  shows  cancellation  Güller  No.  2444
GENÈVE/HOTEL NATIONAL (delivered in 1875) (3). The
Postal  Agency  in  the  Hotel  existed  from 1.8.1875  to
autumn 1884.                

                                                    Fig. 7                                                                                                                    Fig. 8

Fig. 7 shows an illustrated postcard of 1880 (19.08.) GENÈVE/HOTEL NATIONAL. Sent and re-addressed in the local
zone. Note the Postman’s mark No. 4. 
Fig. 8 is a cover of 1875 (sent 31.10.) GENÈVE/HOTEL NATIONAL. 30 Rappen franking for a single-weight letter to
France. France first joined the UPU on 1st January 1876; the postage was then reduced to 25 Rp. 

Fig.  9  (left)  is  a  cover  of  1879  (sent  22.12.)  GENÈVE/HOTEL
NATIONAL. 105 Rappen franking for a single-weight letter to Chile.
"80" Centimes = the French share of the postage for the transit with
a French packet boat. Chile joined the UPU on 1 st April 1881 and
postage was reduced to 40 Rp. 

Statistics  for  the  known  items  with  cancellations  of  the  Postal
Agency GENÈVE/HOTEL NATIONAL are set out in the table below.
From the same period, about 20 loose stamps with this date-stamp
are also known.  There are  indications  that  the hotel  was closed
during the winter from 1881.

Date Postal item Destination
Switzerland Europe Overseas

1875.31.10. Letter Dijon (F)
1876.09.02 Letter Vernex (Montreux)
1876.21.03. Postcard Vevey
1877.16.04. Postcard Fribourg
1877.11.05. Letter San Francisco (USA)
1878.27.07. Letter Rhode Island (USA)
1878.17.12. PS envelope Paris (F)
1879.19.07. Letter Lucerne
1879.22.12. Letter Valparaiso (Chile)
1880.19.08. Postcard Geneva
1880.21.08. Letter New York (USA)
1881.10.06. Postcard Frankfurt (D)
1882.10.07. Letter Bagn.-de-Luchon (F)
1884.31.07. Letter Charleston (USA)
1884.15.09. Postcard Stafford (GB)

Note: A total of 32 Postal Agencies existed in Postal Region I (Geneva) in 1875. 24 agencies were required to submit accounts and 8
agencies were not.
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From Hotel National to Palais Wilson, the Domicile of the League of Nations

After the First World War, the Hotel National became
a central  point  in  world  history.  It  was  temporarily
named the "Hôtel des Nations". 

The Commission of the League of Nations constituted
itself  in Paris  on 3rd February 1919 and elected the
American  President  Wilson  as  its  Chairman.  The
Statutes of the League of Nations came into effect on
10th  January 1920. Art. 7 determined Geneva as the
domicile of the League of Nations. The Secretariat of
the League of  Nations was established in the Hotel
National in October 1920. The name was changed to
'Palais Wilson' in 1924, after the death of Wilson. The
USA was never a member of the League of Nations. 

                                                         Fig. 10

In Switzerland, the driving force for membership of the League of Nations was Federal Councillor Guiseppe Motta
(1871-1940). He was a Federal Councillor from 1912 to 1940 and from 1920 Chairman of the Political Department.
The Swiss population resolved to join the League in a referendum on 16th May 1920. 

“Geneva remained a small town; it had no representative building, no magnificent hall available for the assembly
of the League of Nations. This met in a modest hall, called the Reformation Hall. With its simple seating, the
Reformation Hall served the League of Nations as a provisional meeting location for years (to 1930, then to 1936
the Hall of the Council of Geneva). The opening meeting of the first session of the Meeting of the Nations in
Geneva took place on 15th November 1920.” (5) Guiseppe Motta, as the first Delegate for Switzerland, opened the
proceedings.

The International Disarmament Conference 1932 was held in the 'Palais Wilson'. Fig. 10 (above) is a souvenir card
for the event which describes the picture of the venue as the 'Palais des Nations'.   

                        Fig. 11                                                         Fig. 12                                                                                Fig. 13

Fig. 11 is a stamp of USA (Mi. No. 661) attached to the souvenir card. It shows Thomas Woodrow Wilson (1856-
1924) who was President of the USA from 1913 to 1921 and Nobel Peace Prize winner in 1919.
Fig. 12 shows the special date-stamp on the souvenir card dated 16.11.1932 Güller No. C 2857.
Fig. 13 shows the temporary hall constructed next to the 'Palais Wilson' for the Disarmament Conference of 1932.
Source:(4) 
 
New Post Office in the "Hôtel des Nations" (Hotel National) 

From 2nd November to 21st December 1920 a special Post Office (Güller date-stamp No. C 1804) operated at the
address "3 rue du Mont Blanc Hôtel des Délégations" under the responsibility of postal official Eduard Sägesser. At
the same time, a Sub-Post Office was established in the Hotel National (new name "Hôtel des Nations") under the
responsibility of postal official J. Reut. 

This Sub-Post Office was classified as a Post Office 3rd Class on 3 rd February 1921. The transfer to the new League
of Nations building in Ariana Park took place between 17th and 22nd February 1936. 
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                                                             Fig. 14                                                                                         Fig. 15

Fig. 14 A photograph of the Post Office in the 'Hôtel des Nations' taken after 1920 showing the sign POSTE &
TÈLÈGRAPHE. From 02.12.1920 it was a Sub-Post Office, from 03.02.1921 a Post Office, 3rd Class. 
Fig. 15 Enlargement from photo in Fig. 14. showing a lady at the telephone switch-board.

As of 1st October 1951, the Palais Wilson received again its own Post Office, GENÈVE 14 / PALAIS WILSON in Postal
Region I. This Post Office was closed on 17th March 1984. 

                                            Fig. 16                                                                 Fig. 17                                              Fig. 18

Fig. 16 The date-stamps of the League of Nations Post Office (3):
Left - GENÈVE 1/SOCIÉTÉ DES NATIONS (from 22.12.1920 to 02.02.1921 a Sub-Post Office), from 03.02.1921 a Post
Office, 3rd Class Name change 11.07.1927 (DM No. 140/27) (Güller No. C 1804).  
Right- GENÈVE 10/SOCIÉTÉ DES NATIONS New date-stamp from Güller first in 1929 (Güller No. C 2455). 
Fig. 17 'Palais Wilson' shown on a United Nations Postal Administration definitive stamp in 1999 (SBK No. 367).
Fig. 18 Enlargement of the date-stamp GENÈVE 14/PALAIS WILSON Guller No. 4622. Both Guller date-stamps Nos.
4621 and 4622 were delivered in 1951. (3) 

        
                                                    Fig. 19                                                                                                               Fig. 20

(Descriptions on next page)
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Fig. 19 Front and reverse of a cover of 1960 (01.06.) cancelled GENÈVE 14/PALAIS WILSON with Guller No. 4621.   
Fig. 20 A current photograph of the former 'Hotel National', today the 'Palais Wilson' - domicile of the League of
Nations from 1920 until its dissolution in 1946. Since then it has been used by the UN and today it is the domicile
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR). (Illustration, source: wikipedia). 

Sources:
(1) Der Reisebegleiter für die Schweiz (Bürkli), Fahrtenplan der Schweizer Eisenbahnen, Posten und Dampfboote,
Nr. 61 (Sommer-Saison 1875). Reprint published by Post und Geschichte, 5612 Villmergen (2007).
(2) Suisse. Oblitérations des timbres-télégraphe. Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitung No. 8 1928. 
(3) "Güller" Stempelbücher, Band I bis VI. Published by CONSILIUM PHILATELIÆ HELVETICÆ (1999).  
(4) Les Monuments d'Art et d'Histoire du Canton de Genève, Tome 1 (1997)
(5) Giuseppe Motta, Dreissig Jahre eidgenössische Politik, J.R. von Salis, 1941.
(-) Poststellenchronik Schweiz 1849-2010, Karl Gebert, Status 2010. With supplements based on files in the PTT
Archive in Bern. 
(-) Kleines Handbuch des Völkerbundes, Genf 1939 (Sekretariat des Völkerbundes). 

REPORT ON THE HPS's MEETING AT AUTUMN STAMPEX IN SEPTEMBER                                                       DAVID HOPE

Eight members attended the meeting and enjoyed a variety of displays from five of them. Norton Wragg began
with Pro Patria used on cover.  He showed a variety of covers including wartime censorship, express, and value
declared.  Two  notable  covers  were  those  addressed  to  Swiss  members  of  the  Neutral  Nations  Supervisory
Commission in Korea. He followed these with a selection of Pro Juventute on cover. Notable here was a 1912 label
(German language) used and cancelled on a postcard. Among other interesting items was a 1916 10c. used on a
postcard to USA which was illegal at that time but got through without incurring postage due. 

Richard Donithorn showed a variety of items including designs by Hans Erni and Bernadette Baltis, trial prints,
Soldier  Stamps, Stamp Day Cancels  and National  Exhibition 1939.  Eric  Lienhard produced a variety of  covers
illustrating the use of the 1949 definitives as postage dues and a selection of definitives used on luggage labels.
David Colman showed Swiss essays from 1880 to 1933. One mystery item,  provenance unknown, was a blurred
print similar to the Standing Helvetia design.

Finally Bob Medland displayed Express mail as well as some postage due items. He said he had recently developed
an interest in Express mail. On show were a wide variety of the different labels used for the purpose. 

The displays demonstrated once more the wide variety of subjects that can be collected within 'Switzerland'.
Chairman David Hope thanked members for their displays and everyone for attending.

SWISS TRIAL PRINTS CATALOGUE                                                                                       DERRICK SLATE/RICHARD T. HALL

Trial prints are similar to postage stamps, having been produced using the same equipment and materials, but are
not valid for postage. They are typically used to verify the correct operation of stamp printing presses at startup or
after repair, or for testing new paper, ink, or other materials.

This  7th Edition  of  the  Swiss  Trial  Print  Catalogue  -  September  2015  has  been  produced  because  of  more
information and new finds. It is quite incredible how, in the last two years, so much new material has come to
light. This edition has been assisted by John L. Larson. Richard T. Hall did wonders with the layout and graphics.
Originally released in 1994, the 164-page volume lists all known varieties of Swiss trial prints produced by Swiss
printers P.T.T., Helio Courvoisier S.A. and WIFAG. 

Some of the updates include, matrices for identifiying Cross and Ball and the Fish Design. Cross and Whorls have
been completely re-classified. New additions and changes to the Large Hermes Heads and Aztec Calendar. Small
David has been enhanced. A new discovery on the Electric Express Locomotive - it's a puzzle - how can a block of
6,  right  hand  lower  corner  be  uniformly  paled?  Also  added  are  a  number  of  new  Courvosier  prints  and
improvements.  As there are still  so many overpriced trial  prints on the market (e.g.  on ebay),  the catalogue
contains a guide to values.
This 164-page catalogue is available for free downloading at either the U.K. or the American AHPS website –
www.swiss  philately.co.uk  or http://www.swiss-stamps.us/Research/SwissTrialPrints.pdf.     

http://www.swiss-stamps.us/Research/SwissTrialPrints.pdf
http://www.swiss-philately.co.uk/
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M  ORE POSTAL LABELS                                                                                                                                          BOB MEDLAND

                                          Fig. 1                                                                      Fig. 2                                                                   Fig. 3

Two queries  arose during  discussions  on  some of  the displays  at  the  HPS's  meeting  at  Autumn Stampex in
September:

1. A strange ‘Express’ label from Norton Wragg’s display I think – see Fig. 1. I’ve since checked the ‘Guignard &
Vuille’ catalogue of labels *. For some reason it seems to have been cut out from the official type 1217b label
(Express - letters), version 15 issued in 1928 (Fig. 2).

2. Nobody present recognised the red/cream ‘Sp’ label (Fig. 3) on an Express parcels card that I had bought that
day at Stampex. I have now looked it up in ‘Guignard & Vuille’ and it very much fits into the theme discussed, that
the Swiss post office had ‘a label for everything’! In this case, Sp was short for ‘Sperrgut’ i.e. bulky goods. These
labels were first issued in 1926 and re-issued right through to the late 1990s at least. The purpose of this label
seemed odd to me as the bulk must have been self-evident. I thought that perhaps there might be an additional
charge for such goods, over and above the normal parcels rate. After the meeting, Werner Gattiker kindly came to
my rescue on this point, confirming that there was indeed a surcharge for bulk goods (see ‘Zack’ page 102). So for
those of you interested in postal rates, I think the franking of 2f75 was made up as follows - Parcel rate (7.5 to 10
kg): 1f50 plus Express surcharge: 0f60 - Sub-total: 2f10. Add 30% surcharge for bulky parcel: 0f65 (rounded up
from 63c) - Total: 2f75

Finally someone else queried a red/white label for ‘damaged goods’ -
see  Fig.  4  which  is  a  scan  of  the  relevant  page  from  Guignard  &
Vuille’s  book.  These  were  first  issued  in  1941,  again  being  used
through to the 1990s.  It  is  unclear  as  to whether the goods were
received by the post office in damaged condition or whether the label
was used to highlight damage that had occurred in transit.

* ‘Les Etiquettes Postales Suisses 1876-1997’ by Georges Guignard &
Louis Vuille, (1998) published by Consilium Philateliæ Helveticæ.                                              Fig. 4 

DESTINED TO BE SHREDDED ?                                                                                                                              PETER HOBBS 

Circumstances now dictate that everything must go! Ring Peter on Tel.01225 310971 From stamps to books, agree
a price, if only p & p, or collect.  Any proceeds will go to charity - unsold in the recycling box!

MARGINALLY “SUISSE”?                                                                                                                                                    EDITOR
Maybe I have a been a bit slow in picking this up, but I was intrigued by a current French definitive
(left).  Could someone put me out of my mysery and tell  me what the full  inscription is on the
bottom margin of the sheet. Hopefully that will explain how such stamps relate
to Switzerland. 
No mystery  here  (right),  but  certainly  evidence  of  a  foreign  passenger  boat
which  once  visited  Swiss  ports.  In  2013  Austria  issued  a  62c  stamp
commemorating the Centenary of the launch of the preserved paddle steamer
'Hohentweil' on the Bodensee.            
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THE NEW HANDBOOK OF “RAZOR BLADE” POSTMARKS OF SWITZERLAND         HANS J. ZINKEN/WERNER GATTIKER

Although  the  "Razor  Blade  Postmarks"  are  known  by  the  majority  of
collectors,  the essential  facts and classifications have never been fully
researched. That is until recently when a team of experienced collectors
from  Switzerland,  Germany  and  the  USA  was  assembled.  They  have
explored the subject in depth and have produced this very useful book.
The  authors  are:  Roger  Heath,  Rudolf  Inger,  Peter  Schlatter,  Erwin
Steinbrüchel  and Hans J.  Zinken.  It  is  Volume XII  in  the series  of  the
German “Arbeitsgemeinschaft (or ArGe) Schweiz” published by Hans J.
Zinken.  

The book contains a complete catalogue of all devices manufactured by
de  Coppet:  forerunners,  exhibition  postmarks,  “razor  blade”  test
cancellers, and hand-stamps made to confirm that large scale production
was  feasible.  New  data  regarding  the  time  of  use  of  de  Coppet’s
postmarks  has  been  collected  and  their  frequency  of  occurrence  has
been  probed  in  a  study  of  more  than  5,000  documents. Everything
evaluated,  including  different  usages,  variations,  destinations,  special
forms of posting and much more.

The information is set out clearly on 148 pages DIN A4, and documented with excellent ilustrations in colour. The
book is bilingual in German and English. The comprehensive appendix shows details from original sources. Some
articles on specific topics of this collection area (Ste. Croix, Julierpost, Kristiania) round off the book. 

The official presentation of this book took place on 29 th October at the international stamp fair in Sindelfingen,
Germany.  It  can  be  ordered  from:  Werner  Gattiker,  P.O.Box  791,  Hassocks,  BN6  8PT  (01273  845501)
werner@swisstamps.co.uk - £26 (softcover), £36 (hardbound) incl. Postage. 
or  direct  from:  Hans  J.  Zinken,  Arbeitsgemeinschaft,  Schweiz,  e-mail:  redaktion@arge-schweiz.de -  25  Euro
(softcover) and 35 Euro (hardcover) + internat.postage.

N.B. Peter Klingelfuss has written two short articles on the 'Razor-blade Cancels of Lucerne' which were published
this year in the third edition of the SVPS's journal 'der poststempelsammler'. The first on cancel 8.02 Luzern Brf.
Exp.  (7  illustrated examples  all  on  postcards)  and the second on  cancel  8.03 Luzern  Brf.  Exp.  (17  illustrated
examples on cards and covers). Copies of all editions of 'der poststempelsammler' are  available in our Library.

NEW FROM SWISS POST

Collectors of modern material can look foward to three new Pro Juventute stamps continuing the theme of 'Family
Rituals'. They all celebrate Christmas and thus complement the four colourful Christmas stamps with matching
FDCs and 3 different card designs to be issued on the same day, 12 th November. The 2015 Year Book will include a
black print of the four 'Swiss Automobiles' commemorative stamps issued in September. Next year's Programme
includes a set of four stamps and maxi-cards for the 75th Anniversary of the Swiss Merchant Fleet and other
commemorative stamps featuring the Swiss Red Cross, Henri Nestlé, Nocturnal Animals (x4) and two Pro Patria
stamps - the first in a series entitled 'Fortresses and Castles'. The current definitives based on the themes of
Mushrooms, Vegetable Blossoms and Traditional Handicrafts are all to be replaced, starting with a new series
entitled 'Swiss Railway Stations'. Let's hope they all lead to a big revival in the use of "true postage stamps" which
add so much pleasure  to the experience of receiving messages in the mail.

mailto:redaktion@arge-schweiz.de
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THE SOCIETY'S PROPOSED 70  th   ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
There has been a very good response to this 3-day event which will take place in Lucerne, Switzerland from 8th to
10th June 2016 inclusive. When known, further details of the event will be given  by our secretary, Neville Nelder,
to all who have already expressed an interest. Anyone who has not already done so can still express an interest by
advising Neville Nelder and be added to the list of those who will be attending.

REGIONAL MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY
The Southern Group – The next meeting will be on Saturday 27  th   February 2016 starting at 10am for coffee and a
chat, with business getting under way at 10.30am and lasting until about 4pm. This will  be a Peter Vonwiller
Memorial meeting with Werner presenting two parts of Peter's collection: 'Bodensee shipping and Ship Mail' and
WW II Soldier Mail and Stamps'. The afternoon session will be, as usual, a potpourri of members' short displays.

The 2016 programme has been revised resulting in new meeting dates as follows: 25  th   June and 15  th   October.
"The Three Crowns" at Whaddon, just off the A36, about 3 - 4 miles south of Salisbury (postcode SP5 3HB) is now
our  permanent  venue.  Further  information  on  the  Society  Website  or  from  Werner  Gattiker  werner
@swisstamps.co.uk, Tel. 01273 845501.

The Northern Group resumes activities on Saturday 7th November the subject being: 'New Acquisitions/ Members'
Choice'. Details of the March and April 2016 meetings will follow. All meetings take place at Corporation Mill,
Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire commencing at 2.00.p.m. Further details from David Hope Tel. 0161 3030091.

REPORT ON THE SOUTHERN REGION MEETING IN OCTOBER                                     PAUL JENKINS/WERNER GATTIKER
A smaller than usual but very dedicated band of members met at 'The Three Crowns' in Whaddon near Salisbury
to hear our main speaker, Marc Burgess, who gave us a fascinating display of part of his fine Swiss collection. He
explained his  Swiss roots  with the help of  old photographs followed by a presentation of  pre-stamp entires,
pointing out that the contents are often as interesting as the postal markings. A wonderful group of classics
followed, including some fine Cantonals such as a nearly complete type-table for the “Zurich 6”, also detailed
platings of the Rayon III. We then saw fine arrays of Strubels, Sitting Helvetias and Postal Stationery of the period,
with examples of plating studies of the UPU 1900 issue. Marc ended his display with Family correspondence
during  the WW II  war years,  showing not  only  interesting  censor markings,  but  equally  fascinating  personal
messages. 

The  afternoon  session  was  packed  with  members’  contributions  which  entertained  and  informed  all  those
present. Werner Gattiker showed part of the collection formed by Allan Payne (who sadly passed away last year)
with Lake Lucerne shipping and ship mail. Paul Jenkins presented another beautifully arranged and written-up
part of his Swiss picture postcards, this time Fribourg canton, and Fred Hoadley illustrated the Franco-Swiss postal
treaties with some very fine pre-stamp covers, explaining the meaning of all the markings. David Toft came up
with a delightful display of Definitives used as Postage Dues, including some most unusual and rare items. Bob
Medland then sprang more surprises of unusual postal oddities, including a cover on which the Swiss PTT charged
itself postage due! Anthony Atkinson took us back to Lake Lucerne and, following the 700th Anniversary Swiss
Path, gave us a fine potted history of Switzerland and the Tell story, while Eric Lienhard ended the day with a show
of his always interesting “eclectic mix” of postmarks and postcards to everyone’s delight. We had so many offers
of displays that some had to be held over to next time.

             Werner  Gattiker 
For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History
• Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.

• "Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
           cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

•   Liechtenstein also available.
       Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 -  werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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